EXTERIOR COLOR CONSIDERATIONS

A HOME’S FIXED FEATURES, ARCHITECTURAL STYLE, AND SURROUNDING ENVIRONMENT ARE ALL ELEMENTS TO CONSIDER WHEN SELECTING YOUR EXTERIOR COLORS.

A home’s fixed features are architectural elements that cannot be changed and should be factored into your home’s exterior color palette. Fixed features include: foundation materials (concrete, stone, brick, stucco), style and color of roofing shingles, chimney structures, porch, steps, retaining walls, walkways, decks and patios.

Your color scheme should complement the type of home you have. Colonial, Victorian, Contemporary, or Cape, consider colors that might enhance your home’s architectural style and apply them thoughtfully in order to highlight certain defining features.

Your home’s surrounding environment, landscaping, and natural setting are also elements to consider when choosing your colors. If your home is surrounded by trees, contrasting colors will help it to stand out, while a home with little or no trees will benefit from natural hues. Waterfront, desert, urban, or wooded, consider using colors that complement the setting.

COLOR COLLECTIONS DESIGNED FOR EXTERIOR HARMONY

INSPIRED EXTERIORS

These colors have been selected from our NEUTRAL NUANCE interior collection for their beauty and versatility to work on your home’s exterior.

- NEUTRAL NUANCE: NN 18 Dover White, NN 04 Baguette, NN 15 Van Dyke Brown, NN 11 Retreat, NN 09 Ethereal Mood
- RUSTIC REFINED: RR 04 Muslin, RR 18 Smokey Topaz, RR 16 Olive Grove, RR 07 Craft Paper, RR 17 Outerbanks

Colors we used:
- Stucco: NN 18 Dover White
- Trim: NN 09 Ethereal Mood
- Shutters/Door: NN 11 Retreat
- Body: RR 16 Olive Grove
- Secondary Body: RR 18 Smokey Topaz
- Trim: RR 04 Muslin
- Doors/Railings: RR 07 Craft Paper

Due to the printing process, actual paint colors may vary from the photographs shown in this brochure. HGTV and HGTV HOME are trademarks or registered trademarks of Scripps Networks LLC in the United States and/or other countries. Used under license. ©2014 The Sherwin-Williams Company.
These colors have been selected from our COASTAL COOL interior collection for their beauty and versatility to work on your home's exterior.

COASTAL COOL

- CC 04 Comfort Gray
- CC 03 Pier
- CC 10 Coastal Plain
- CC 13 Accessible Beige

Colors we used:
- Body / CC 04 Comfort Gray
- Trim / CC 06 Eider White
- Front Door / CC 03 Pier

These colors have been selected from our GLOBAL SPICE interior collection for their beauty and versatility to work on your home's exterior.

GLOBAL SPICE

- GS 01 Stonebriar
- GS 19 Canvas Tan
- GS 02 Garden Sage
- GS 03 Framboise

Colors we used:
- Body / GS 01 Stonebriar
- Trim / GS 19 Canvas Tan
- Door / GS 12 Resort Tan

These colors have been selected from our LIVEABLE LUXE interior collection for their beauty and versatility to work on your home's exterior.

LIVEABLE LUXE

- LL 05 Gateway Gray
- LL 03 Special Gray
- LL 10 Burlap
- LL 08 Wool Skein

Colors we used:
- Body / LL 05 Gateway Gray
- Trim / LL 08 Wool Skein
- Door / LL 03 Special Gray

These colors have been selected from our LIVABLE LUXE interior collection for their beauty and versatility to work on your home's exterior.

LIVABLE LUXE

- LL 17 Snowbound
- LL 05 Gateway Gray
- LL 03 Special Gray
- LL 10 Burlap

Colors we used:
- Body / LL 05 Gateway Gray
- Trim / LL 08 Wool Skein
- Door / LL 03 Special Gray

These colors have been selected from our TRADITIONAL TWIST interior collection for their beauty and versatility to work on your home's exterior.

TRADITIONAL TWIST

- TT 16 Burlap
- TT 02 Quiver Tan
- TT 10 Tricorn Black
- TT 01 Stone Lion

Colors we used:
- Body / TT 01 Stone Lion
- Trim / TT 07 Incredible White
- Door / TT 10 Tricorn Black

These colors have been selected from our COLOR PIZZAZZ interior collection for their beauty and versatility to work on your home's exterior.

COLOR PIZZAZZ

- CP 20 Sassy Green
- CP 14 Eggwhite
- CP 02 Tony Taupe
- CP 21 Chrysanthemum

Colors we used:
- Main Body / CP 18 Netsuke
- Secondary Body / CP 11 Chrysanthemum
- Trim / CP 02 Tony Taupe

These colors have been selected from our SOFTER SIDE interior collection for their beauty and versatility to work on your home's exterior.

SOFTER SIDE

- SS 06 Jonquil
- SS 11 Porcelain
- SS 03 Lei Flower
- SS 16 Aloe

Colors we used:
- Lower Body / SS 06 Jonquil
- Upper Body / SS 12 Requisite Gray
- Trim / SS 11 Porcelain
- Door / SS 03 Lei Flower